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Abstract
Generally, the wireless network provides priority to handover calls instead of new calls to maintain its quality of service (QoS). Because of this QoS provisioning, a call admission control (CAC) scheme is essential for the suitable management of limited radio resources of wireless networks to uphold different factors, such as new call blocking probability, handover call dropping probability, channel utilization, etc. Designing an optimal CAC scheme is still a challenging task due to having a number of considerable factors, such as new call blocking probability, handover call dropping probability, channel utilization, traffic rate, etc. Among existing CAC schemes such as, fixed guard band (FGB), fractional guard channel (FGC), limited fractional channel (LFC), and Uniform Fractional Channel (UFC), the LFC scheme is optimal considering the new call blocking and handover call dropping probability. However, this scheme does not consider channel utilization. In this paper, a CAC scheme, which is termed by a uniform fractional band (UFB) to overcome the limitations of existing schemes, is proposed. This scheme is oriented by priority and non-priority guard channels with a set of fractional channels instead of fractionizing the total channels like FGC and UFC schemes. These fractional channels in the UFB scheme accept new calls with a predefined uniform acceptance factor and assist the network in utilizing more channels. The mathematical models, operational benefits, and the limitations of existing CAC schemes are also discussed. Subsequently, we prepared a comparative study between the existing and proposed scheme in terms of the aforementioned QoS related factors. The numerical results we have obtained so far show that the proposed UFB scheme is an optimal CAC scheme in terms of QoS and resource utilization as compared to the existing schemes.
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1. Introduction

Cellular communication is one of the favored ways for conducting worldwide communication. Throughout the world, the amount of cellular system users is drastically increasing day by day. Due to the incremental demand of the cellular networks, there has been tremendous interest and progress in this field. The cellular network provides its services by dividing its physical area into different specific regions, which are called cells. When a mobile user crosses the cell boundary or the quality of the...
wireless link between the mobile station and base station is unacceptable, the process of a handover call is then initiated [1]. In recent years, a remarkable tendency to design the cellular network is (i) decreasing the cell size and (ii) increasing user mobility [2]. These two factors result in more frequent handovers. In practice, it has been observed that users are more sensitive to the dropping of an ongoing or handed over call than the blocking of a new call [3]. Therefore, a proper management of channel allocation is necessary for this kind of provisional service.

A call admission control (CAC) scheme is a provisional technique that provides the quality of service (QoS) to the different calls at the target level by limiting the number of enduring calls in the system [4]. One major challenge in designing a CAC scheme arises to provide service two major types of calls: new calls and handover calls. The QoS performances are generally measured by new call blocking probability (CBP) and handover call dropping probability (CDP). Since blocking a new call is less serious than dropping a handover call, CAC schemes usually give a higher priority to handover calls. Furthermore, optimum resource utilization (channel utilization) is also a very important issue from the service provider’s point of view in designing a CAC scheme because the resource of a wireless system is limited.

There are a number of CAC schemes [1-11] where the authors consider the different parameters to analyze the performance of their proposed schemes. A very general and easiest CAC scheme is a fixed guard band (FGB) or guard channel scheme by which the QoS, in terms of new CBP and handover CDP, can be easily achieved. However, the scheme cannot assure the proper channel utilization [5] for reserving some channels for only handover calls. A fractional guard channel (FGC) scheme or thinning scheme-I and limited fractional channel (LFC) scheme are proposed in [6]. In the FGC scheme, new calls are accepted by the channels depending on the channel occupancy where new CBP and handover CDP intensify excessively with the increased traffic rate. This is the limitation of the FGC scheme in reaching the proper QoS. The LFC is proposed for optimum QoS compared to the FGB and FGC schemes in terms of new CBP and handover CDP. However, channel utilization by LFC is not well thought out as the scheme handover and new calls are considered to be a constant ratio, which is its very important limitation. According to the thinning scheme-II [7,8] new calls are accepted by different channels depending on the traffic arrival rate. This scheme can achieve QoS by blocking a number of new calls after a threshold value, so it cannot assure the optimum channel utilization. A uniform fractional channel (UFC) scheme is proposed in [9-11]. The authors of these papers conclude that the UFC scheme is better in traffic where the handover to a new call ratio is very low. However, this conditional approach is not realistic.

In this paper, we propose a CAC scheme where we hybridize the idea of a non-priority scheme (NPS) [12], UFC scheme, and priority scheme. Since this scheme is a combination of NPS, UFC, and a priority scheme, the main contribution of this work is that it develops a proper mathematical modeling of this scheme. As far as we know, this kind of CAC scheme has not ever been proposed before. We call this scheme a uniform fractional band (UFB) scheme. This scheme divides the total channels into three bands. In the first band, the new and handover calls will get access with a uniform acceptance factor of 1 and this band shows the non-priority characteristic. In the second band, the channels with a fractional acceptance factor accept the new calls and the handover calls are accepted with an acceptance factor of 1. This band or set of channels that have the characteristics of the UFC scheme, which helps the scheme to utilize more channels and provides fractional priority to the handover calls. In the third band, the new calls will be completely blocked, which means that these channels are reserved only for handover
calls and therefore, this set of channels provide the integral priority to handover calls. Based on this idea, handover calls get priority by two bands, where in the FGB scheme, there is only one band where handover calls get priority.

Regarding the notion of UFB, there is the apprehension of the handover CDP increasing for lessening the new CBP. To overcome this obstacle, it is necessary to determine the proper value of the acceptance factor and to choose the number of channels of the middle band. The UFB scheme ensures more channel utilization than the FGC, FGB, and UFC schemes maintaining the QoS, which proves that the UFB scheme can handle more traffic of wireless cellular networks than the others by ensuring the conditions of QoS.

Another contribution of this paper is the characterization of the mathematical models of several conventional CAC schemes by identical technique with the appropriate algorithm. We scrutinized the conventional CAC schemes by considering the handover call rate as a linear function of the new call arrival rate. However, in practice, the handover call rate in a system cannot maintain a fixed ratio with new calls [12]. Basically, handover call rate estimation is deliberated by a statistical hypothesis, which is revealed in the next section of this paper. We also distinguished the results of the fixed ratio handover call and the statistical handover rate by appropriate numerical analysis.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides our hypothesis on handover and new call ratio. Existing and more popular guard channel schemes are explained in Section 3. In Section 4, we extensively discuss our proposed scheme. The numerical performances of this paper are analyzed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our total numerical observations in Section 6.

2. Hypothesis on Handover and New Call Ratio

In cellular networks, the rate of new calls and handover calls does not maintain a linear ratio. That is why a hypothesis is necessary to obtain the relationship between them. The relationship amongst the new call arrival rate ($\lambda_n$), the handover call arrival rate ($\lambda_h$), and the average channel departure rate ($\mu$) is essential for determining the new CBP and handover CDP. Here, it is considered that $P_B$ and $P_D$ represent the new CBP and handover CDP, respectively. The call arriving processes are considered as Poisson’s distribution. A new call that arrives in the system may be either completed within the original cell or handed over to another cell before completing the call. The probability of a call being handed over depends on two factors: (i) the average dwell time ($1/\eta$) and (ii) the average call duration ($1/\mu$). Both the average call duration and the cell dwell time are assumed to be exponential [2,13]. The handover probability, $P_h$, of a call at a particular time is given by:

$$P_h = \frac{\eta}{\eta + \mu}$$

Furthermore, the handover call arrival rate into a cell is evaluated as:

$$\lambda_h = \frac{(1 - P_B)P_h}{[1 - P_B(1 - P_D)]} \lambda_n$$

The equation agrees from balancing the rates of handover calls into and out of a cell.
3. Conventional Guard Channel Schemes

3.1 Fixed Guard Band Scheme

A FGB scheme is a general priority scheme. In this case, priority is given to handover requests by assigning guard channels \((G_C)\) entirely for handover calls among the \(C\) channels in a cell. The rest of the \(M = C - G_C\) channels are shared by both new calls and handover calls without priority. A new call is blocked if the progressive call is in state \(M\) or is more than that. A handover call is blocked if no channel is accessible in the target cell, which means that the operating state is at state \(C\). The state \(i (i = 0, 1, \ldots, C)\) of a cell is defined as the number of calls in progress. Let, \(P(i)\) be the steady-state probability when the system is in state \(i\). The probabilities, \(P(i)\), can be established by analyzing the typical birth–death processes of one-dimensional Markov chain [13].
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**Fig. 1.** State transition rate diagram of fixed guard band scheme.

The relevant state transition rate diagram is shown in Fig. 1. This figure clarifies the birth rate of new and handover calls, as well as their death rate by mean channel holding time \((1/\mu)\). From this figure, the state balance equations can be equated as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda_n P(i) &= \left(\lambda_n + \lambda_h\right)P(i-1), & 0 \leq i \leq M \\
\lambda_h P(i) &= \lambda_h P(i-1), & M < i \leq C
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

In (4), \(\lambda_n\) and \(\lambda_h\) denote the call arrival rates of new calls and handover calls, respectively. The steady-state probability, \(P(i)\), is found as:

\[
P(i) = \begin{cases} 
(\lambda_n + \lambda_h)^i P(0), & 0 \leq i \leq M \\
(\lambda_n + \lambda_h)^i \lambda_h^{i-M} i! \mu^i P(0), & M + 1 \leq i \leq C
\end{cases}
\]

(4)

where:

\[
P(0) = \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{M} \frac{(\lambda_n + \lambda_h)^i}{i! \mu^i} + \sum_{i=M+1}^{C} \frac{(\lambda_n + \lambda_h)^i \lambda_h^{i-M}}{i! \mu^i} \right]^{-1}
\]

(5)

The blocking probability, \(P_b\), for a new call is given by:
By this method, the blocking probability of the handover request or call dropping probability, $P_D$, is given by:

$$P_B = \sum_{i=M}^{C} \frac{(\lambda_n + \lambda_h)^i}{i! \mu^i} \frac{\lambda_h^{i-M}}{P(0)}$$

$$P_D = P(C) = \frac{(\lambda_n + \lambda_h)^M \lambda_h^{C-M}}{C! \mu^C} P(0)$$

The accepting and rejecting call strategy of the FGB scheme is presented in Algorithm 1. Here, the accepting strategies of new calls and handover calls are classified into two different conditions. Channels from $M$ to $C$ are the guard bands that only accept the handover calls.

Algorithm 1: The accepting and blocking call strategies of the FGB scheme

if (NEW CALL) then
  if (Num. of occupied channels < $M$)
    Accept call;
  else
    Block call;
end if

if (HANDOVER CALL) then
  if (Num. of occupied channels < $C$)
    Accept call;
  else
    Block call;
end if

3.2 Fractional Guard Channel Scheme

In the FGC scheme, new calls are accepted with a certain probability that depends on the current channel occupancy, which is also recognized as thinning scheme-I [8]. In this case, it is necessary to randomize a parameter, which denotes the probability of the acceptance of a new call. It should be remembered that both schemes accept handover calls as long as channels are available. The Markov process of the FGC scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2. The steady-state probability, $P(j)$, is found as:

$$P(j) = \frac{1}{P(0)} \prod_{l=0}^{j} (\alpha_n \lambda_n + \lambda_h) P(0), \quad 0 \leq j \leq C$$

where:

$$P(0) = \left[ \sum_{j=0}^{C} P(j) \right]^{-1}$$

The blocking probability, $P_B$, for a new call is given by:
\[ P_D = \frac{\prod_{i=0}^{C}(\alpha_i \lambda_n + \lambda_h)}{C!} P(0) \]  

In this case, the call dropping probability, \( P_D \), is given by:

\[ P_D = \frac{\prod_{i=0}^{C}(\alpha_i \lambda_n + \lambda_h)}{C!} P(0) \]  

Here, \( \alpha \) denotes the acceptance factor and \( i \) denotes the current state. So, \( \alpha_i \) denotes the acceptance factor of the current state. In this scheme, \( \alpha_0 = 1 \), \( \alpha_C = 0 \) and the others vary randomly between 0 and 1.

The accepting and rejecting policy of the FGC scheme for an arrived call is analyzed in Algorithm 2. In this algorithm a function named \( \text{rand} \) \((0,1)\) is initiated. It can randomly produce any rational number between 0 and 1 on the basis of occupied channels that accept calls at that ratio and reject the rest of the calls.

**Algorithm 2:** The accepting and blocking call strategies of the FGC scheme

\[ \text{rand} \ (0,1) \text{ returns a uniformly generated random number in the interval } [0,1] \]

if (NEW CALL) then
    if (rand \((0, 1) \leq \alpha_i \) (Num. of occupied channels))
        Accept call;
    else
        Block call;
end if
else
end if

if (HANDOVER CALL) then
    if (Num. of occupied channels < C)
        Accept call;
    else
        Block call;
end if
end if
3.3 Limited Fractional Channel Scheme

Fig. 3 shows the state transition rate diagram of a system with \( C \) channels for the LFC scheme. As the name suggests, the LFC scheme is a simplification of the more general FGC scheme, which was described earlier. In the LFC scheme, when the system is in state \( M \), new calls are accepted with the probability \( \alpha \). From states \( M+1 \) to \( C \), only handover calls are accepted and from states 0 to \( M-1 \), both types of calls are accepted. Thus, the randomization in the LFC scheme is restricted to just one state as compared to the FGC scheme, where randomization could potentially occur at every state.

The handover CDP and new CBP for the LFC scheme can be easily calculated using (8)–(11) by setting \( \alpha_{m+1}=\alpha \) and the values of \( \alpha_i=1, 0 \leq i \leq M \) and \( \alpha_i=0, M+1 < i \leq C \).

The accepting and rejecting call strategy of the FGC scheme is presented in Algorithm 3. This algorithm is quite similar to the FGC scheme, but in the LFC scheme the acceptance factor is previously assigned. From 0 to \( M \) this value is 1 and from \( M+1 \) to \( C \) this value is 0. Only the acceptance factor for state \( M \) to \( M+1 \) is applicable with some defined values.

**Algorithm 3**: The accepting and blocking call strategies of the LFC scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{NEW CALL} )</td>
<td>if ( \text{rand}(0, 1) \leq \alpha ) (Num. of occupied channels &lt; ( M )) then Accept call; else if (Num. of occupied channels == ( M )) AND ( \text{rand}(0, 1) \leq \alpha ) then Accept call; else Block call; end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{HANDOVER CALL} )</td>
<td>if (Num. of occupied channels &lt; ( C )) then Accept call; else Block call; end if</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Uniform Fractional Channel Scheme

The UFC scheme uses new call admission probability, \( \alpha \), which is independent of channel occupancy, to accept new calls. The state transition rate diagram is shown in Fig. 4. This policy accepts handover calls as long as channels are available. This policy can be obtained from the FGB scheme by setting \( \alpha_k=\alpha \), (for \( k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, C-1 \)). The UFC scheme reserves a non-integral number of guard channels for handover calls by rejecting new calls with some probability. According to the studies given in [9,14,15] show that the UFC scheme has a lower blocking probability for new calls in a low handover and new calls traffic ratio.

The steady-state probability, \( P(i) \), is found as: 
Here, $P(0)$ can be calculated by the equation and is given as:

$$P(0) = \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{C} P(i) \right]^{-1}$$

The handover CDP and new CBP of this scheme is calculated as (14) and (15), respectively,

$$P_D = P(C)$$

$$P_B = (1 - \alpha) \sum_{i=0}^{C} \frac{\lambda^{i \alpha + \lambda_h}}{i! \mu^i} P(0) + P(C)$$

The accepting and rejecting strategy of the UFC scheme for an arrived call is presented in Algorithm 4. In this algorithm a function named \texttt{rand} (0, 1) is also initiated, which randomly produces a uniform acceptance factor regardless the channel occupancy. By this technique, it is different from the FGC scheme.

\textbf{Algorithm 4:} The call accepting strategy of the UFC scheme

\begin{verbatim}
\texttt{rand} (0, 1) returns a uniformly generated random number in the interval [0,1]
if (NEW CALL) then
  if (Num. of occupied channels < C and \texttt{rand} (0, 1) < \alpha) then
    Accept call;
  else
    Block call;
  end if
end if
if (HANDOVER CALL) then
  if (Num. of occupied channels < C) then
    Accept call;
  else
    Block call;
  end if
end if
\end{verbatim}
4. Uniform Fractional Band Schemes

The proposed scheme is decorated by hybridizing three sets of bands. A uniform fractional band is assigned between the non-priority and priority bands of the FGB scheme. Therefore, this scheme is known as UFB scheme. The given one-dimensional Markov process in Fig. 5 can illustrate the UFB scheme. The three bands that exist in this scheme accept a call with a uniform acceptance factor by three different patterns. The first band is a non-priority band, where both the new calls and handover calls are accepted with the same priority. In this non-priority band, the acceptance factors for new calls and handover calls are both 1. The second band in the UFB scheme is the fractional band. In this set of channels, the new calls are accepted by a predefined acceptance factor, which is less than 1, and this acceptance factor throughout the band is uniform. In a fractional band, the handover calls are accepted by the acceptance factor of 1. The last band is the integral priority band, where the channels are reserved only for handover calls. In this case, it can be said that the new calls are accepted by this band with zero acceptance factors.

![Fig. 5. State transition rate diagram of uniform fractional band scheme.](image)

![Fig. 6. Steps and conditions for call admission controlling of uniform fractional band scheme.](image)
States from 0 to \( M \) in Fig. 5, new calls, and handover calls have no priority to access. When the states up to \( M \) are occupied, the new calls are accepted by the states from \( M+1 \) to \( N \), with a uniform acceptance factor of \( \alpha \). This acceptance factor is independent of the channel occupancy through the band. This type of priority is known as a fractional priority. The states from \( N+1 \) to \( C \) are reserved only for handover calls like the FGB scheme. This means that these states or the corresponding set of channels accept only handover calls. Hence, the acceptance factors throughout the band for new calls are void. The priority of handover calls given by this band is called integral priority.

The ideas of accepting and blocking the new calls and handover calls by using the UFB scheme are presented in Fig. 6. At first, the network identifies whether the call is a new call or a handover call. If the call is a handover call and there is a free channel in the system, the handover call is accepted by this scheme. If there is no available channel to access, the handover call is blocked. From states 0 to \( M \), all new calls are accepted, but from states \( M \) to \( N \), new calls are accepted by a predefined acceptance ratio. For the integral priority band from states \( N \) to \( C \) the channels are reserved only for handover calls, which means these channels block all new calls.

The process to provide priority to the handover calls is a simple one that is done in two steps. The steady state probability, \( P(i) \) is calculated by:

\[
P(i) = \begin{cases} 
(\lambda_n + \lambda_h)^i P(0), & 0 \leq i \leq M \\
\frac{(\lambda_n + \lambda_h)^M (\alpha \lambda_n + \lambda_h)^{i-M}}{i! \mu^i} P(0), & M \leq i \leq N \\
\frac{(\lambda_n + \lambda_h)^M (\alpha \lambda_n + \lambda_h)^{N-M} \lambda_h^{i-N}}{i! \mu^i} P(0), & N \leq i \leq C 
\end{cases}
\]

\( P(0) \) can usually be calculated by (13). Moreover, the new CBP and handover CDP are given by (17) and (18), respectively:

\[
P_B = (1 - \alpha) \sum_{i=M}^{N-1} \frac{(\lambda_n + \lambda_h)^M (\alpha \lambda_n + \lambda_h)^{i-M}}{i! \mu^i} P(0) + \sum_{i=N}^{C} \frac{\lambda_h^{i-N} (\lambda_n + \lambda_h)^M (\alpha \lambda_n + \lambda_h)^{N-M}}{i! \mu^i} P(0)
\]

\[
P_D = P(C)
\]

In Algorithm 5, the accepting and rejecting call strategy of the UFB scheme is given. In this algorithm the function named \texttt{rand} () produces any rational number between 0 and 1 on the basis of the predefined rate and this acceptance factor is only initiated for a band of channels. This acceptance factor works for channels \( M \) to \( N \).
Algorithm 5: The accepting call strategy of the UFB scheme

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
  \State rand (0, 1) returns a uniformly generated random number in the interval [0,1]
  \If{(NEW CALL)}
    \If{(Num. of occupied channels < \textit{M}) and rand (0, 1) < \textit{\alpha})}
      \State Accept call;
    \ElseIf{(Num. of occupied channels => \textit{M} & < \textit{N} and rand (0, 1) < \textit{\alpha})}
      \State Accept call;
    \Else
      \State Block call;
    \EndIf
  \EndIf
  \If{(HANDOVER CALL)}
    \If{(Num. of occupied channels < \textit{C})}
      \State Accept call;
    \Else
      \State Block call;
    \EndIf
  \EndIf
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

5. Performance Investigation

In this section, we present the simulation results for comparison purposes. These results show how much deviation might occur by using our proposed scheme and the other traditional CAC schemes. We also describe the various features of our proposed scheme.

First of all, we investigated all of the CAC schemes considering the total channels, \( C=100 \), the guard band for the FGB scheme and for the LFC scheme, \( M=90 \), and in our proposed scheme, \( N=94 \). The new call arrival rate is considered from 0 to 6 calls per second in every case. Since in [6-11] the handover call rate is considered to be a fixed ratio of the new call arrival rate, comparing their results with our proposed scheme, the handover call rate is considered to be 1/6 of the new call arrival rate in every simulation. The mean call holding time, \( 1/\mu \), is considered for both new calls and handover calls as 90 seconds. To compute the call handover probability mean dwell time, \( 1/\eta=360 \) second.

In the beginning, we examined the new CBP and handover CDP of the various conventional CAC schemes, as well as our proposed scheme, which are compared on a graph in Fig. 7. In this figure we notice that our proposed scheme shows the lowest new CBP than the others and the highest new occurs for the FGC scheme. The proposed UFB scheme shows two different new CBP profiles for two different acceptance factors. Therefore, this acceptance factor is a key factor to control the CPB of this scheme for maintaining the QoS. In the UFC scheme, new calls are accepted by every free channel with a predefined acceptance factor, which causes the new CBP of this scheme to remain steady from a much lower to a higher new call arrival rate. However, this characteristic is not responsible for higher QoS. Since in this case the new call and handover call ratio is not very small, the QoS of the UFC scheme becomes very inadequate. In Fig. 8, we represent the handover CDP comparisons between the conventional schemes and the proposed UFB scheme, where, it is proven that the handover CDP of the UFB scheme have been slightly more increased than the LFC and FGB schemes, but much less than the
UFC and FGC schemes. It is also significant that the values of the call acceptance factor do not notably impact the handover CDP of the UFB scheme. According to the outcomes revealed by this figure, it is unblemished that the UFC scheme is the worst CAC scheme in terms of QoS.

![Fig. 7. Comparison of new call blocking probabilities among the conventional guard band call admission control (CAC) schemes in addition with the proposed UFB scheme. LFC=limited fractional channel, FGC=fractional guard channel, UFB=uniform fractional band, FGB=fixed guard band, UFC=uniform fractional channel.](image1)

![Fig. 8. Comparison of handover call dropping probabilities among the conventional guard band call admission control (CAC) schemes in addition with the proposed UFB scheme (handover calls=1/6 times of new calls). LFC=limited fractional channel, FGC=fractional guard channel, UFB=uniform fractional band, FGB=fixed guard band, UFC=uniform fractional channel.](image2)
Fig. 9. Assessments of channel utilization among the various call admission control (CAC) schemes. FGB=fixed guard band, UFB=uniform fractional band, LFC=limited fractional channel, UFC=uniform fractional channel.

The fact-channel utilization in the CAC scheme is a very concerning issue for service providers. Fig. 9 shows channel utilization by the different CAC schemes. The FGC scheme executes the lowest channel utilization profile where the LFC scheme has slightly more utilization achievement than the FGB scheme. Comparatively, beyond the UFB scheme, the LFC scheme shows better performance in the channel utilization aspect. In this figure, it is clear that the proposed UFB scheme utilizes more channels than the FGB, LFC, and FGC schemes and this performance maintains its consistency during lower and higher traffic.

Fig. 10. Overall call blocking probability estimation of the different call admission control (CAC) schemes. FGB=fixed guard band, FGC=fractional guard channel, UFB=uniform fractional band, LFC=limited fractional channel, UFC=uniform fractional channel.
With the augmentation of the overall CBP, the system cost is increased. To reduce the system cost, overall CBP is a concerning issue. Principally, overall CBP depends both on new and handover calls, along with their blocking probabilities. Since the new CBP of the proposed UFB scheme is lower than the other schemes as well as its CDP handover calls being slightly increased, the overall CBP of the UFB scheme can achieve the lowest overall CBP. This comparison is shown in Fig. 10. Here, it is also observed that the UFC and FGC schemes attain very high overall CBP.

![Fig. 11. Handover call arrival rates estimation of different call admission control (CAC) schemes by statistical analysis. FGB=fixed guard band, LFC=limited fractional channel, UFB=uniform fractional band.](image1)

![Fig. 12. Comparison of dropping probabilities between the proposed estimation and fixed handover call rate. FGC=fractional guard channel, FGB=fixed guard band, UFB=uniform fractional band.](image2)
Most studies [6-11] consider the handover call rate as a linear function of the new call arrival rate or a constant rate. According to the proposition in [12,13], the handover call arriving rate follows (2) because the handover call rate depends not only on the traffic rate, but also on the handover CDP and new CBP. Therefore, with the increment of new CBP, the handover call rate becomes almost constant. The numerical analyses of the various proposed CAC schemes are to analyze considering the given (2). For this reason, the handover call rate estimation of the different CAC schemes are demonstrated in Fig. 11. Here, it is observed that the handover call rates are not identical for the different schemes.

From Fig. 11, it is observed that the handover call rate of the UFB, LFC, and FGB schemes become almost constant after the new call arrival rate increases at 1.5 calls/s. In this figure, it is also discernible that the handover call rate of the UFB scheme is slightly less than the FGB and LFC schemes. This relationship indicates that considering the handover call rate as a constant function of a new call arrival rate may underestimate or overestimate the new CBP and handover CDP of any CAC scheme.

Without a correct estimation of the call handover rate, it is quite challenging to determine the QoS provisioning measurements. Therefore, we reconnoitered the effect of the fixed and statistical handover call rate on the handover CDP of different CAC schemes and our proposed scheme. To avoid the complexity for graphical presentation, the worst CAC scheme, UFC, is avoided. The LFC scheme is also avoided because this scheme performs the same handover CDP as the FGB scheme. Consequently, we prepared a comparison amongst the FGB, FGC, and UFB schemes on the basis of their handover CDP profiles, as shown in Fig. 12. From this figure, we notice that there is a big difference between the statistical and fixed handover call rate assumption in handover CDP when the traffic rises to a higher value. By the statistical rate, the handover CDP of the FGB and UFB schemes is the same for lower to higher traffic. This is the evidence for the UFB scheme, which does not hold proper QoS.

The new CBP of the proposed scheme depends on the acceptance factors. The acceptance factor and the new CBP maintain a reverse relationship, which is shown in Tables 1 and 2. We observed that as the acceptance factor increases the new CBP decreases. Here, a problem arises with the handover CDP, because as the acceptance probability of the fractional channels of the UFB scheme are set to a higher value, the handover CDP may increase, which is a threat for QoS. For that reason we calculated the handover CDP average increment per fraction with the average decrement of a new CBP per fraction in Tables 1 and 2.

### Table 1. New call blocking probability analysis of UFB scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calls/s</th>
<th>New CBP at α=0.25</th>
<th>New CBP at α=0.50</th>
<th>New CBP at α=0.75</th>
<th>New CBP at α=0.90</th>
<th>Average decrement in new CBP/fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.00250</td>
<td>0.00208</td>
<td>0.00132</td>
<td>0.000659</td>
<td>0.00029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.33883</td>
<td>0.29365</td>
<td>0.20001</td>
<td>0.12179</td>
<td>0.33391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.58125</td>
<td>0.48188</td>
<td>0.33636</td>
<td>0.23823</td>
<td>0.52772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.69638</td>
<td>0.57644</td>
<td>0.43173</td>
<td>0.34104</td>
<td>0.54668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.76479</td>
<td>0.64752</td>
<td>0.51908</td>
<td>0.44068</td>
<td>0.49863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.81446</td>
<td>0.71069</td>
<td>0.60246</td>
<td>0.53713</td>
<td>0.42662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.85492</td>
<td>0.76864</td>
<td>0.68084</td>
<td>0.62806</td>
<td>0.34902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.88926</td>
<td>0.82062</td>
<td>0.75174</td>
<td>0.71043</td>
<td>0.27512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.91783</td>
<td>0.86515</td>
<td>0.81273</td>
<td>0.78135</td>
<td>0.20997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.94063</td>
<td>0.90133</td>
<td>0.86245</td>
<td>0.83924</td>
<td>0.15605</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UFB=uniform fractional band, CBP=call blocking probability.
Table 2. Handover call dropping probability analysis of UFB scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calls/s</th>
<th>Handover CDP at α=0.25</th>
<th>Handover CDP at α=0.50</th>
<th>Handover CDP at α=0.75</th>
<th>Handover CDP at α=0.90</th>
<th>Average increment in new CDP/fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.22E-13</td>
<td>9.10E-13</td>
<td>2.36E-12</td>
<td>3.73E-12</td>
<td>5.39E-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.12E-07</td>
<td>6.86E-07</td>
<td>1.33E-06</td>
<td>1.74E-06</td>
<td>2.34E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.37E-05</td>
<td>3.11E-05</td>
<td>4.53E-05</td>
<td>5.16E-05</td>
<td>5.83E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.81E-04</td>
<td>3.16E-04</td>
<td>3.95E-04</td>
<td>4.27E-04</td>
<td>3.81E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.00111</td>
<td>0.00162</td>
<td>0.00186</td>
<td>0.00195</td>
<td>0.00129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.00430</td>
<td>0.00552</td>
<td>0.00606</td>
<td>0.00625</td>
<td>0.00300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.01214</td>
<td>0.01432</td>
<td>0.01522</td>
<td>0.01554</td>
<td>0.00526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.02715</td>
<td>0.03029</td>
<td>0.03152</td>
<td>0.03195</td>
<td>0.00742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.05093</td>
<td>0.05462</td>
<td>0.05606</td>
<td>0.05656</td>
<td>0.00877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.08306</td>
<td>0.08688</td>
<td>0.08835</td>
<td>0.08886</td>
<td>0.00900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UFB=uniform fractional band, CDP=call dropping probability.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss the different features of several conventional CAC schemes and represent their performance numerically. We also proposed a CAC scheme—a UFB scheme. We showed some comparisons of conventional CAC schemes with the UFB scheme in terms of new call blocking probability, handover call dropping probability, channel utilization, and overall call blocking probability. The results show that the aforementioned performances of the proposed scheme are better than the UFC, FGC, and LFC schemes. The proposed scheme maintains the handover CDP at a satisfactory level even in heavy traffic, which ensures the QoS of the network. The proposed scheme also ensures the lowest overall CBP, which reduces the system cost. It is clear that the proposed scheme is an efficient CAC scheme compared to the existing CAC schemes in regards to new CBP, handover CDP, channel utilization, and overall call blocking probability. All of which demonstrate that the scheme optimizes the greatest number of QoS parameters. In addition, this scheme can show lower performance in the context of QoS if anyone chooses more than 5% fractional channels. Therefore, considering these factors, the proposed UFB scheme can be effectively used in very high traffic-oriented wireless networks.

In our future work, we will implement this idea on a multidimensional Markov process for the QoS provisioning of class-based wireless networks.
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